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medical student I bought it as a reference book for my medical transcription work because of the color plates I hope 
prints a sample of one of the colored pages so buyers can appreciate how good the book is they did print a list of the 
color plates The illustrations are very good and very detailed showin With more than 200 000 copies sold The Johns 
Hopkins Atlas of Human Functional Anatomy is a trusted and authoritative source of information about the human 
body for general readers and students at all levels Now newly revised and expanded the fourth edition offers more 
comprehensive coverage than ever Included are bull 226 color illustrations depicting all organs and systems of the 
human body by renowned medical artist Leon Schlossberg b Schlossberg s work gives new meaning to the word 
illustration An excellent basic reference for functional anatomy Biology Teacher Provides an easily understood 
introduction to the inner workings of the human body With emph 
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